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About DeepSight Toolkit
DeepSight Toolkit, is an easy-to-use cross-platform software solution that gives our customers
accurate, and actionable insights into their audiences. The Toolkit anonymously detects and
analyzes multiple faces using just a simple USB or IP camera. This real-time video analytics
product is designed to measure the performance & effectiveness of digital content by
accurately measuring demographic profiles, attention rates and satisfaction levels of viewers
using latest deep learning algorithms. The Toolkit runs offline and locally which gives the user
great flexibility and also high data security - no video or images are ever recorded, only the raw
and aggregated data is transformed and pushed into the Cloud.
With this solution, media owners and advertisers are now finally able to not only monitor their
audiences in terms of impressions, views, attention time, dwell time but also to engage with
them based on demographics on any type of advertising network, from DOOH to instore. DeepSight empowers brands to make better data-driven decisions and maximize the
ROI of their campaigns with tailored content strategies.

Scenario description
The integration of DeepSight Toolkit with Intuiface can be used for collecting performance
data around experiences and also programmatic scheduling of ads. DeepSight collects
information about people count, age, gender, attention time, dwell time, mood and more. All of
these metrics are fed to Intuiface's platform which can be used to create interactive
experiences for audiences.
The sample experience shipped with this integration (available on Marketplace) can be used
for dynamic changing of ads based on audience data. For instance, if a user wants to change
the content on a digital screen every 5 minutes, they can use the audience composition data
generated by DeepSight to decide what type of content should be served next. Users create
their own triggers to optimize and target their content based on demographic data (e.g. if
more than 50% of the audience is male, serve a male oriented ad). Please see section
'Triggers' for more information.
All generated data can also be used to create visualizations in Intuiface's dashboard. Audience
data can be combined with proof-of-play data to understand the performance of ads such as
number of viewers and impressions per campaign, average attention time, breakdown per
demographic group, etc. Please see section 'Reporting' for more information.

How to use DeepSight Toolkit with Intuiface
1. Contact Sightcorp for DeepSight Toolkit
2. Install the Toolkit on your device
3. Enter your license key under Licensing

4. Enable pull aggregated data under Output Tab

5. Set your aggregation frequency under Output Tab

6. Download DeepSight Interface Asset and unpack in the following directory:
C:\Users\username\Documents\IntuiFace\Interface Assets
7. Go to Composer and add DeepSight Interface Asset to your experience

8. Set up your triggers in the Intuiface Composer:

Required components:
1. Intuiface Composer
2. Intuiface Player
3. Intuiface Analytics
4. DeepSight Toolkit
5. DeepSight Interface Asset
6. Local machine
7. USB / IP camera
8. Digital screen
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DeepSight Trigger Properties - Aggregated Trigger Data
People Count: The total number of detected faces during an aggregation period;
Male %: The percentage of males detected (eg. 3 females detected and 1 male = 25% male)
during an aggregation period;
Female %: The percentage of females detected (eg. 3 females detected and 1 male = 75%
female) during an aggregation period;
Average Age: The mean average age value of all the people detected during an aggregation
period;
Smile: The mean average value of the maximum estimated smile during an aggregation period
(eg. 3 people estimated with 100% smile along with another person who is not smiling at all =
75% average smile).

DeepSight Reporting Properties - Aggregated Reporting Data
ID: the age value for a specific ID. By counting up ID, you will get the total number of detected
faces during the aggregation period.
Gender: the gender value for a specific ID (m = male, f= female, u = unknown).
Age: the age value for a specific ID (-1 = unknown).
Impression: a binary value (0, 1 / yes, no) that changes to 1 when a person's head position is
detected as a qualified impression within the +45° / -45° of headpose. By counting up values
for Impression, you will get the total number of impressions detected during the aggregation
period.
Viewer: a binary value (0, 1 / yes, no) that changes to 1 when a person's head position is
detected as looking towards the point of interest (camera). The viewing angle changes with
the distance from the camera. By counting up values for Viewer, you will get the total number
of viewers detected during the aggregation period.
Attention time: the total amount of time a person has been detected as 'Viewer'. This is
expressed in seconds with 3 decimals.

Attention session: the number of times a person has been detected as 'Viewer'. By counting up
the values for Attention session, you will get the total number of views (for all IDs) during the
aggregation period. Also see Viewer.
Average time per attention session: the average duration of an attention session/view per ID.
Dwell time: the total amount of time a person has been detected as 'Impression'. This is
expressed in seconds with 3 decimals. Also see Impression.
Smile viewing: the maximum smile value while a person was detected as 'Viewer' expressed in
%. Also see Viewer.
Smile maximum: the maximum smile value while a person was detected expressed in %. This
can be compared to the maximum 'Smile when viewing' to asses the effect of the displayed
content on the overall mood of your audience.
Face Mask: a binary value (0, 1 / yes, no) that changes to 1 when someone is detected with a
face mask. Faces with no masks will be assigned 0. By counting up Face Mask with value 0
you will get the total number of people not wearing a mask during the aggregation period. By
counting up Face Mask with value 1 you will get the total number of people wearing a mask
during the aggregation period.

Triggers
Triggers allow you to use the aggregated data provided by DeepSight Toolkit for reporting and
programmatic content changes based on age, gender, or other types of estimations.
Each DeepSight property mentioned in the list DeepSight Trigger Properties can be used as a
trigger point. In our sample experience we use the gender composition of the audience as the
main ad trigger. If the ratio between detected males and females is equal (1 female, 1 male =
50% f, 50% m) the neutral/mixed ad campaign will be shown. If the ratio leans in any one
direction (2 female, 1 male = 66.6% f, 33.3% m) then the scene for that particular demographic
can be triggered.
The Toolkit aggregates data over a selected period of time (30 seconds, 1 minute, 5 minutes,
or 10 minutes), the plugin then requests the data before an ad needs to be changed and the
content is then switched within 2 seconds.
If there is no one detected or the data did not change then you can set an option in the
Intuiface Composer for what content should be displayed in this scenario as well (e.g. generic
ad).
Below are a few trigger examples to give you an idea on how it works.

Example trigger to update data
This example shows how you can set up the aggregated data update within the Intuiface
Composer. Our particular case relies on a timer to send an update request every 30 seconds.
For the request to be sent continuously it is very important to check the 'Repeat indefinitely'
box.

Example trigger for male ad
With the 'update aggregated data' actions in place we can start using the data that is being
pulled from the Toolkit to trigger ads. In the example below we have set up a rule that triggers
the male specific ad content if the aggregated percentage of male detections exceeds 50%.

Example trigger for female ad
This example shows a similar rule, however, this time it is set up to trigger the female specific
ad content if the aggregated gender data shows a majority of females detected.

Example trigger for generic ad
The rule for triggering the neutral campaign in this example is for both the male and female
percentage to be below 50%.

Example trigger for data tracking
Each of the DeepSight trigger metrics can be used for data tracking. Here is an example
trigger showing how to log an event when 'aggregated reporting data' updates. Even if you are
not using any triggers, you can still use this function to collect aggregated data for each
scene. The recorded data can then be visualized in Intuiface's dashboard by logging into your
Intuiface account and accessing the my.intuiface.com/analytics-dashboards/ page. An
example of visualized data can be seen below.

Example report - Gender

Example report - Gender

Example report - Age

Example report - Dwell time

Example report - Face mask
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Architecture: Simple Scenario - One machine

Machine #1 running DeepSight Toolkit & Intuiface Player
with DeepSight Interface Asset

DeepSight Toolkit

USB camera

HTTP
Protocol

Hardware requirements = Simple Scenario
If you are planning to run the DeepSight Toolkit and Intuiface Player both on one device, here
are the minimum specifications required. Please note that Intuiface Composer has different
system requirements, please see here > https://www.intuiface.com/system-requirements
Windows:
Windows 10 (64-bit only)
Includes Windows Surface Pro tablets, all versions
Windows Surface Hub and Surface RT, the ARM-based Windows OS for handheld
devices, is not supported
Intel Core i5 or equivalent AMD processor
4 GB RAM
1GB graphic card, AMD or nVidia recommended.
If using integrated Intel HD Graphics GPU, CPU should be at least 6th generation
i5/i7 and RAM minimum should be 6GB.
Any multi-touch device running Windows 10.
SSD (Solid State Drive) at least 120GB

Architecture: Advanced Scenario - Dedicated machines

Machine #1 running
DeepSight Toolkit

Machine #2 running
Intuiface Player
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Hardware requirements = Advanced Scenario
If you are planning to run the DeepSight Toolkit and Intuiface Player on separate devices,
below are the minimum requirements for DeepSight.
Minimum:
Windows 10 / Ubuntu 18.04
Intel® Core™ i3-10110U (4M Cache, up to 4.10 GHz)
NUC 10th generation
RAM: 8 GB
Storage at least 2 GB free space
Recommended:
Windows 10 / Ubuntu 18.04
Intel® Core™ i5-10210U (6M Cache, up to 4.20 GHz)
NUC 10th generation
RAM: 8 GB
Sotrage at least 2 GB free space
Intuiface Composer Requirements > https://www.intuiface.com/system-requirements
Intuiface Player Requirements > https://www.intuiface.com/system-requirements

Hardware requirements
In order to get the most out of the DeepSight Toolkit we recommend using an Intel® CPU that
is at least 6th generation or newer. DeepSight Toolkit is optimized for use with both an Intel®
CPU and GPU. A dedicated Nvidia or ATI GPU will not provide the same performance boost
unless it is OpenCL compatible.

Recommended Intel NUCs:
Intel NUC10i3FNHJA
Intel NUC10i5FNKPA
Intel NUC10i7FNKPA

Recommended Cameras:
Logitech HD Pro Webcam C920
Logitech webcam BRIO 4K Ultra-HD
UP HD camera
AXIS F Series cameras
AXIS F1015
Hikvision Covert Network Camera

Buy your
pre-configured
NUC here

